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CHARLEY JACKET 071 PADDED JACKET  

SIZES 

Our lightweight Charley jacket has a quilted body with smooth side panels 
and sleeves, with a marl- effect main body for a fashionable pitch side look. 
The auto-lock full zip with zip guard and two side zip pockets with an inside 
velcro pocket ensures its functional as well as fashionable.
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DALTON 054 MESH LINED FULL ZIP JACKET

SIZES 

The lightweight, water-resistant Dalton shell jacket with mesh lining is perfect 
for keeping you dry on those wet match or training days. The Dalton shell jack-
et has a water-resistant outer that moves moisture away from the jacket whilst 
the large hood has an adjustable, pack-away hood for flexible coverage with 
an auto-lock full zip and two side zip pockets.  The solid-colour scheme makes 
it versatile for styling.
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DECADE 062 SOFT SHELL FULL ZIP JACKET

SIZES 

Decade provides a soft-shell water-resistant jacket with a lightweight fleece lining 
to help retain body heat. The tapered fit jacket that includes side pockets, features 
reflective piping on the front zip and is finished with a drawcord hem. A casual and 
stylish jacket for everyday wear.
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DALTON 039 MESH LINED RAIN PANTS

SIZES 

The durable Dalton rain pants have a water-resistant shell and include a mesh 
lining, designed with a slim fit leg. The Dalton rain paints have an elasticated 
waistband with an adjustable inside draw cord and a long outside leg zip, 
from pocket to hem.
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LENNOX 071 PADDED JACKET

SIZES 

The Lennox jacket features a lightweight quilted body with stretch binding 
cuffs and hem. This snug fitting coat is perfect for layering up with on cold 
days.
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SOLAR 070 HOODED PADDED GILET

SIZES 

The Solar gilet delivers a high quality down feather filled bodywarmer that 
guarantees warmth without the weight. This outer garment features an inner 
and two side pockets, with an elasticated drawcord hem and toggles. The 
Solar gilet is a close fitting gilet that is perfect for layering up in the cold 
weather.
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HARRISON 075 LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET 

SIZES 

The Harrison jacket features a lightly quilted body combined with a soft poly 
side panel and sleeves, with a marl effect on the main body. Design features 
include a snug hood with drawcord finish, reflective panel across front chest 
and stretch binding hems to retain heat and provide warmth and comfort. A 
club jacket essential!
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FOYLE 001 POLY T-SHIRT

SIZES 

The Foyle t-shirt is made from an ultra-lightweight, breathable fabric that 
moves moisture away from the body, keeping you cool and dry. The ideal 
training or gym t-shirt.
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FOYLE 192 BRUSHED TRAINING SHORTS

The Foyle slim fit shorts combine a high-stretch shell with lightweight brushed 
fleece lining for added comfort and protection. Featuring two auto-lock zip 
pockets.

SIZES 
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FOYLE 128 LEIGHTWEIGHT SNOOD
The Foyle slim line hood is designed from our new 5-TT fabric technology. The 
windproof exterior will manage your body’s temperature, forming a barrier 
between you and the elements while the mesh lined interior will store your body 
heat. The lining is positioned to the front and rear ensuring freedom of movement, 
while maximising the comfort and fit.

SIZES 
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FOYLE 036 SQUAD SKINNY PANTS

SIZES 

The Foyle skinny pant is made from a high-stretch fabric that combines a 
brushed fleece lining with a smooth outer shell. Features include an elasticated 
waistband, secure side pockets and leg zips.
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FOYLE 122 BRUSHED HALF ZIP TOP

The Foyle training top is slim fitting with front tilting side seams to create an 
on-trend shape. Made from a smooth, high-stretch shell with brushed fleece 
lining for warmth without the weight.

SIZES 
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BENSON 193 FLEECE LEISURE SHORTS

SIZES 

The Benson leisure shorts are made from a highly functional polycotton 
fabric that absorbs and retains body heat for lasting warmth. The soft fabric 
construction ensures maximum comfort. Features include two side zipped 
pockets. Perfect for wearing before and after training.
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HENRY FULL ZIP HOODED TOP

SIZES 

The Henry full zip hoody is made from a soft cotton poly fabric. The features 
include a spacious kangaroo pocket, large hood with cosy brushed lining 
and finished with elasticated stretch cuffs and hem to provide a snug fit. The 
perfect jacket for wearing before and after training!
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BENSON 037 FLEECE SKINNY PANT
The Benson pants are made from a highly functional polycotton fabric that re-
tains body heat for lasting warmth. The lightweight and soft brush finish, ensure 
maximum comfort. Features include two zipped side pockets and cuff finish. 
Perfect for wearing before or after training and gym work outs.

SIZES 
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BENSON 092 FLEECE CREW NECK TOP

SIZES 

The Benson crew neck is a snug fitting jumper with a soft brushed finish that 
traps body heat. The rib cuff and hem finish create a cosy feel. This flexible 
top is designed for before, during and after work outs.
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JUNO 001 POLY T-SHIRT

The Juno crew neck tee is a slim fit tee. Styled from a lightweight fabric with in-
built sweat wicking technology to keep you cool and dry.

SIZES 
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JUNO 033 MIDLAYER HALF ZIP TOP

The slim fit Juno mid layer provides a lightweight and breathable half zip top 
with moisture management technology to keep you cool and dry during gym 
and work out sessions. Features include reflective transfers and thumbhole 
detail.

SIZES 
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JUNO VEST

The slim fit gym Juno vest is designed to help take your sessions to the 
next level by moving moisture quickly away from the skin. This versatile vest 
features reflective transfers and O’Neills signature branding.

SIZES 
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JUNO SHORT

The Juno training shorts are designed from a high stretch lightweight fabric 
and feature two large pockets and enclosed deep waistband for extra support 
and comfort.

SIZES 
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Visit icreate.oneills.com and choose your sport 
under Sports Kits.

Browse through all the options available. Select the 
style you want to customize.

Select the type of garment you require.

Select the colours in the menu, ensuring all fields
are complete.

Upload your club and sponsors logo or add your 
own custom text.



FIND OUT MORE

Contact your sales representative

or
 

Email teamwear@oneills.com for more information.


